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SUMMARY

The Research Laboratory for Archaeology, Oxford, conducted in the summers of 1969 and
1970 an underwater archaeological survey of the seabed, down to a depth of 50 m, around
Cape Andreas in Cyprus. A total area of about 1 sq. km was systematically searched, using the
diver swimline technique. A detailed hydrographic survey of the whole area was carried out and
the coastline and islands surveyed. The survey of the material located was carried out using
both conventional techniques (tape trilateration and theodolite/tape methods) and simple
photogrammetric techniques (photomosaic, reference-frame triangulation, cube and cross-rod
plan drawing). The various techniques were compared; the simple photogrammetric techniques
were found to be a highly efficient method of recording, and the theodolite/tape system the best
method of surveying the control points for the photogrammetry. A total of 10 pottery sites
were located; four are thought to be wrecks, the remainder possibly spillage or jettison. Two
foul ground anchor sites were located, one containing 30 anchors in an area of about 3,500 sq. m.
Three unusual lines of stone anchors were also recorded. The total number of anchors recorded
was about 200 : 50 iron, 10 lead and the rest stone. Twelve iron Y-shaped anchors were recorded.

INTRODUCTION

THE Research Laboratory for Archaeology, Oxford, carried out two underwater arch-
aeological expeditions during the summers of 1969 and 1970 at Cape Andreas, the
north-east cape of Cyprus (see Figs. 1 & 2). The object of these expeditions was to
search for and record underwater material of archaeological interest. It was hoped that
deep-water wrecks similar to the Kyrenia Wreck (Green, Hall & Katzev 1967) would
be located. In spite of the fact that only one deep-water wreck was located, the two
seasons' work has led to the discovery of an immense amount of material, and a thorough
study has been made of the techniques involved in locating and recording underwater
material. A preliminary report of the 1969 season has been made (Green, 1969; 1970)
and a detailed report of the two seasons' work is in preparation. It should be emphasized
that this is a preliminary report and therefore some of the conclusions may need to be
amended later.
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Figure 2. Map of the Karpaso Peninsula, showing main towns and survey sites.

THE SEARCH METHOD

The basis of our search method was the swim line, invented by Lt. Cmdr J. Grattan,
and originally described by Wignall (1968). Three types of swimlines were used: these
were developed to deal with the varying conditions experienced in the area. For the
swimline diving, the maximum depth limit was 50 m, and the maximum distance that
could be swum in the given diving time was 300 m, when working with the current.
The area covered by the swimlines is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a basic swimline
for four divers.

The three types of swimlines were as follows:

System A. (Working with the current, and covering distances less than 300 m). The
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jackstay was laid to the shore and the swimline team searched in the morning on one
side of the jackstay and in the afternoon on the other side. This system was used in 1969
on the north side of the islands.

System B. (Working with the current, and covering distances greater than 300 m).
The jackstay was laid to the shore and the swimline team searched the deep-water end,
up to the time limit, covering generally about one-third of the jackstay. The point
reached was marked and in the afternoon, after a six-hour interval, the jackstay was
picked up and the mark relocated. As the swimline was then working in shallower
water, which gave a longer diving time, the rest of the jackstay could then be searched.
This system was used on the western end of the north side during 1970.

System C. (Working against the current). In this situation the jackstay system was
discarded; a buoy was used to mark the starting position of the swimline in the shallow
water. The divers at the ends of the swimline carried buoys, and as the swimline swam
with the current the buoys were surveyed alternately (with sextants) by the survey-boat.
This system was used on the south side of the islands in 1970.

Three safety factors on the Standard British Navy Diving Tables were always used,
with no decompression stop. This was in view of the fact that no recompression chamber
was available on site.

The marking of the finds on the swimlines was found to be difficult. Buoys were not
practical. Eventually we found that the recording of the time of discovery of a find on
the swimline enabled the approximate position to be plotted on the large-scale chart.

The shallow-water areas (less than 10 m) were searched with snorkel swimlines and
also by individual free snorkelers.

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYING

(a) Echo-sounder Survey

An important part of our survey work at Cape Andreas was the completion of an
echo-sounder survey of the area around the Cape (Fig. 5). This was carried out because
the sounding information on the Admiralty Chart of the area (No. 796) was inadequate
to determine accurately the position of the 50-mcontour. A Ferrograph 500 Echo
Sounder was used, which gave an accurate paper trace recording of the seabed. Initially,
in 1969, straight line runs were made, with land survey-stations used to locate the start
and finish of the runs. From our experience in 1970 we concluded that this is perhaps
the worst way to locate the position of a boat. The correct method is to use sextants to
locate several positions on the runs which are correlated with the paper trace and plotted
on the chart. The standard text on this type of work is the Admiralty Manual of Hydro-
graphic Surveying (Vol. 2: Sounding). This survey took several days to complete but it
was very helpful in the planning of the swimline work.

(b) Position-fixing at Sea

In 1969 we underestimated the importance of position-fixing at sea. Having no pre-
vious experience of hydrographic work we decided to use land survey-stations to locate
position at sea. This proved to be highly inefficient, since the communication problems
led to a great deal of frustration and confusion in the survey-boat, and also the landing
of survey-parties was time-consuming.
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Land transits were very inaccurate in the area, since there are no back features to sight
on. Sextants were found to be the best system, both for convenience and accuracy.
Beacons were set up on survey-stations on the mainland and islands, which were used
for sighting on. A day's training period was set aside to accustom the operators to the
instruments and their operation in small boats. Plastic sextants manufactured by Ebbco
were used, since in a rubber boat there is a danger of valuable sounding sextants being
flooded with seawater. It was found that these instruments could be read to :!:5 minutes
of an arc, if the zero error was regularly checked. In order to ensure accurate sextant
work, before the survey-boat was taken out, the survey area was examined on the map to
determine the best cuts. Positions located with the sextants were transferred to the
master chart in the normal way with a station pointer.

The relocation of an unmarked position from two sextant angles proved quite difficult
and required experienced operators. It was found that if one of the sextant operators
steered the boat on the arc of the circle of one fix, the other operator could first determine
if the boat was travelling in the correct direction on the circle, and then, when this was
established, he could indicate the point where his sextant angle was correct. In one case,
using this method, a submerged buoy was relocated to within 1 m at a distance of 200 m
from the shore.

(c) Land Surveying

As there were no large-scale maps of the area available, a 1 : 10,000 map was con-
structed in Oxford from aerial photographs supplied by the Department of Lands and
Surveys, Cyprus. In 1969 a survey of the area was carried out to check the accuracy of
the map. Survey-stations were established on the mainland and the islands and were accur-
ately surveyed by tacheometry. Owing to the large distances between islands 2 and 3
and islands 3 and 4, which exceeded the 120 m tacheometry range of the theodolite,
tacheometry between those islands was impossible. In these cases triangulation was used
to locate the positions of these particular stations.

In 1970 a survey of the coastline was made by triangulation with two theodolites. In
both surveys, considerable difficulty was experienced in trying to triangulate accurately.
This was because of the unusual nature of the area. The Cape and Islands enclose a
long narrow area; therefore any base line set up at right angles to the major axis of the
area covers only about 10% of the distance required to be surveyed along the axis. The
map made from the aerial photographs suffers from similar distortions, since the matching
of adjacent photographs has to be done over very small distances. Work is being carried
out on the material in an attempt to check the accuracy of the original map: this will be
published in the final report.

The permanent survey-stations used in 1969 served in 1970 as a ready-made network
for the beacons used in the sextant work. These stations can be used by any future
expeditions to the area, for survey work or relocation of the site,.

UNDERWATER SURVEYING

Three types of underwater surveying, excluding photogrammetry, were used on the
sites located:

1. three-tape trilateration;
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2. distance/angle measurement, using an underwater theodolite;
3. distance/angle measurement, using a compass.

These methods were used to plot the extent of the sites and to locate the control-points
used in the photogrammetry. Any underwater surveying technique should satisfy two
contrasting requirements: speed and accuracy. Generally, as time is limited, accuracy is
sacrificed for speed, and thus method 3 is perhaps the most widely used.

Three-tape trilateration is rather slow and requires considerable swimming around
with long tapes, but has a plan accuracy of about:!: 0.5%. Because of the good visibility
at Cape Andreas (40 m) an underwater theodolite was constructed for the 1970
season, costing about £7 (see Fig. 6). This consisted of two parts: a heavy iron tripod
with a flat iron base, and a simple cross-wire sighting-tube theodolite. The tripod serves
as a permanent station, generally established in the centre of the site. The base of the
theodolite can be accurately levelled, and horizontal and vertical angles recorded. The
operator measures the two angles and the distance from the position indicated by the
diver holding the far end of the tape. With this type of theodolite, the operator can mea-
sure horizontal angles to :!:0.5° and vertical angles to :!:1.0°. The plan accuracy of the
theodolite/t~pe system is about:!: 1%-slightly lower than the three-tape trilateration
system. However, the difficulty of setting up a trilateration system, recording the
measurements, and handling the tapes (which requires three divers), is in strong con-
trast with the theodolite, where ease of handling and measurement, together with the
simplicity of plotting the plan and extracting elevations, make it a highly efficient
instrument. The theodolite/tape system which we used was about twice as fast as the
trilateration system from start to finish of a survey.

PHOTOGRAMMETRY

The photogrammetry techniques used to record the archaeological material have
been described elsewhere (Green & others, 1971) and will be described briefly here.
Three systems were used:

1. photomosaics for large wreck-sites;
2. small site plan work using a grid-frame;
3. phototriangulation for plotting several small site plans on to an overall plan.

The photomosaic proved to be a highly effective method of recording large sites
(3,000 sq. m); a vast amount of information is recorded and the overall photograph
shows the site in a manner that is otherwise impossible. For technical reasons the accur-
acy is low (about:!: 5% over distances of 20 m). However, the techniques used provide
facilities for accurate analysis with a stereo-plotting instrument.

The small site plan work utilized vertical photographs of a cuboid grid-frame. This
system was used to record 150 stone anchors and 50 iron anchors in 1970. A stone
anchor can be recorded in a few minutes with an accuracy of :!:1%. Small areas of pottery
that are unsuitable for mosaic work can also be recorded by this technique, with an
accuracy of about:!: 5%. An area of 20 sq. m can be recorded in about 20 minutes.

Phototriangulation was used to plot the position and orientation of small areas of
pottery recorded with grid-frames. Some care and planning is required with this system,
since the various plans tend to be constructed on different planes. Position is not likely
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Figure 6. Theodolite in use on Site 17.

to be more accurate than:!: 10% on an undulating site, but on a flat area it can be more
accurate (:!: 2%).

We found these simple techniques indispensable for recording the vast quantity of
material. Photogrammetry provides a permanent record of a site which can be analysed
later at leisure; the important point is to take as many photographs as necessary to
cover the sites adequately. An interesting illustration of the application is given by a
photograph taken in 1967 on site 19 during the Cyprus Archaeological Survey Expedi-
tion (C.A.U.S.E.) (see Bass & Katzev, 1968; Katzev, 1968). The photograph showed
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sherds of two stemless cups or kylikes and three amphora sherds; three years later, in
1970, we carried out a photogrammetric coverage of this site. During the analysis work
and drawing of the site in England, some months later, the three amphora sherds were
located but the kylikes proved to have been looted.

HYDROGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

An investigation of the currents and tides was carried out in 1970. It was noted that
in 1969 the current generally set clockwise round the Cape; this current was quite
variable, on some days being exceptionally strong and on other days almost slack. On
rare occasions the current set in an anti-clockwise direction. Since it was important to
be able to predict this direction for the swimline work, measurements were made of the
current strength with a log-ship. Tidal measurements and wind direction and speed
were also recorded to see if these correlated in any way. At present these results are
inconclusive and further analysis is being carried out; the maximum recorded current
was 28.9 m per minute.

A geological and geomorphological study of the area was carried out partially to record
evidence for recent sea level changes. From the study no evidence was found for sea
level changes in recent geological time.

THE FINDS

A vast quantity of material was located using the swimline technique; this material
has been divided into three categories:

1. pottery sites, including material that may possibly be jettison;
2. anchor sites-areas where anchors are closely associated;
3. individual anchors, including anchors from anchorages.

1. Pottery Sites

A total of ten pottery sites were located; some sites are little more than objects from
spillage or jettison (sites 1, 14 and 18). Sites 12 and 16, 10 and 14, and 17 and 24 have
material that appears to be interrelated and it is difficult to decide whether the sites
represent separate or associated events. In view of the large amount of material, the less
interesting sites will be mentioned only briefly. Any conclusion must be considered
tentative as the full analysis in not complete.
Site 19 was first located by C.A. D.S.E., 1967; it lies approximately 50 m west of a 1.5 m
reef, which lies 200 m due north of the "Castle". The site consists of two separate areas
of heavily concreted sherds (Figs. 7 & 8). The material has been swept down the smooth
west side of the reef and collected behind a large rock and in a shallow depression near
the base of the reef (depth 15 m). It is possible that further material is buried in the sand
at the base of the reef.

As was mentioned above, in 1967 fragments of two kylikes were found, which indica-
ted a date in the fourth century B.C. (Bass & Katzev, 1968) The seventeen fragments of
handles indicate that the main cargo was large looped-handle amphorae, and the sherds
indicate that these amphorae were biconical with pointed feet. A single handle from a
smaller type of amphora can also be seen. The amount of material is small for a Whole
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ship's cargo, but the possibility of buried material makes this argument inconclusive.
The stone anchor (No. 040; Fig. 31A) may be associated with the pottery, although it
lies on top of the material.
Site 12, on the north side of the island No.4, was located in 1969 and is clearly a wreck
site. It consists of an area approximately 20 m x 15 m containing a large number of
heavily concreted Corinthian-style roof-tiles and cover-tiles (Fig. 9). Figure 10 shows a
photomosaic of the site and Figure 11 shows a plan of the distribution of the sherds.
No antefixes or amphora sherds have been identified, which makes the dating of the site
difficult. Several metal artifacts were found: a section of what appears to be a bronze box
(Green 1969, Fig. 22), several small bronze artifacts of unknown purpose, and a joining
piece of a Roman-type lead anchor (no stock). A large iron anchor and the ring, stock and
part of the shank of a second (see Fig. 29) were found at 23.2 m and 30 m respectively
{rom Tag 1. They lie in line slightly to the west of the main axis of the wreck at depths
of 20 and 23 m as indicated in Figure 11 (T7 and T8), pointing directly towards the
centre of the wreck, indicating that they are possibly associated with this site.
Site 16, a few metres to the south of islands Nos. 4 and 5, consists of a scattered collection
of concreted sherds of amphorae and tiles, together with a small concentration of small
bowls and plates, many of which were intact (Fig. 12.).

The tile sherds to the west of Tag 3 may represent material that has been washed
over from the tile wreck, Site 12. It will be difficult to establish whether the two sites
are associated and why such a large number (c. 25) of fine ware pottery objects should
be concentrated, relatively undamaged, in such a small area. Several tile and cover-tile
sherds scattered in this material further confuse the issue of association with Site 12.

....

1
Figure 9. Tile fragments from Site 12. Scale 1 : 4.
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Figure 10. Photomosaic of Site 12.
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One of the sherds collected from the area around Tag 3 has sigillata decoration
(Fig. 13) which suggests a fourth-century B.C. date. Several types of domestic pottery
can be identified around Tag 3: plates, two types of bowls and a part of a lekanis or
mortar. Many other types were noticed deeply imbedded in the concretion in this area,
but cannot be identified from the photogrammetric coverage. Several glass fragments
were found associated with an amphora and a fragment of a clear glass dish from around
Tag 3 (Green, 1969, Fig. 10).

Figure 13. Sigillata decoration on bowl removed from Site 16, Tag 3 area (not to
scale).

It was found that much of the rock face was in fact concretion, which when chipped
proved to be a crust. This crust could be removed, revealing loose sherds and whole
pottery objects. It is quite likely that there is far more material than is superficially
visible, buried under these layers of concretion. A similar situation was noted on Site 17.
Site 28 was located a week before the end of 1970 expedition. The superficial material
lying at a depth of 20 m is Corinthian-style roof-tiles and cover-tiles (Fig. 14). The
regular stacking indicates that the site is intact and represents the surface layer of cargo
of a ship buried in a soft sand seabed. Two areas of tiles can be seen, as shown in Figure
15. The larger area consists of about 60 roof-tiles arranged in four rows, together with
8 cover-tiles; a further layer can be identified underneath these. The smaller area
consists of about 15 tiles. The stacking arrangement is interesting because the orientation
of the smaller pile (approximately EjW) is duplicated by a line of tiles lying on the same
axis and orientation in the main area; presumably this is the axis of the ship. The tiles
are slightly trapezoidal (see Fig. 14) and this suggests that they were intended for part
of a conical-section roof.

Probe, magnetometer and metal detector surveys similar to the K yrenia Wreck
survey (Green, Hall & Katzev, 1967) and the Santa Maria de la Rosa survey (Green &
Martin, 1970) were carried out over the site. The probe survey (Fig. 16) shows the extent
of the buried material up to a depth of 1 m. The axis of the ship inferred from the
orientation of the tiles is verified by the survey. It is interesting that the visible material
lies at the north end of the site and not in the centre. The magnetometer survey (Fig. 17)
indicates that there are no obviously large iron objects. A typical reading is obtained from
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the tiles, which owing to the random arrangement of the thermoremanent magnetic
dipoles exhibit a pure susceptibility effect; this was confirmed by a positive reading with
the metal detector, and a similar effect was noted on the Kyrenia Wreck amphorae. A
small anomaly outside the main area of buried material corresponds with the target
El located by probing, and is possibly iron. The metal detector survey showed no
metal present within the range of the instrument. This contrasts strongly with the
Kyrenia Wreck survey (Green, Hall & Katzev, 1967).

~ IRON ANCHOR
17-7
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METRES
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Figure 18. Site 17: plan.

Three small test-holes were dug around the site to check the buried material; in all
cases tiles were found. Around the site Poseidonia grass was growing; the Poseidonia
rhizome matte was thick, in some cases up to 1 m. This is similar to the situation on
the Mortar Wreck in Malta (see Frost, 1969). About 50 m away from the site was
intermatte or "sandpool" about 2 m below the level of the matte; probing in this area
did not reveal bedrock.

It is interesting to compare this survey with that carried out on the Kyrenia Wreck.
All the evidence indicates that the site is more deeply buried. The lack of metal targets
on the metal detector survey, especially in view of the increased sensitivity of the instru-
ment compared with that used in Kyrenia, is significant, indicating that the metal
objects, which are almost certainly to be found on a wreck such as this, are deeply
buried. The tiles stand about 0.5 m above the seabed, which contrasts with the Kyrenia
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Wreck where the amphorae stood at about 1 m. In view of the fact that the Kyrenia
Wreck is about 500 years older than the Cape Andreas wreck, it is likely that the
sedimentation rate at Cape Andreas is greater than that at Kyrenia, which indicates
that the wood of the Cape Andreas ship may be well preserved. (For a further discussion
of the significance of this wreck see Green, 1971).

Sites 17 and 24 lie around the north side of the second island; Site 24 was located by
C.A. D.S.E. in 1967 and was further investigated in 1969 (see Green, 1969, Figs. 11 & 13).
However, in 1970 we were quite surprised to find that the thick concretion layer covering
the site had been broken through, and a number of whole amphorae lying underneath had
been exposed (Figs. 18, 19 & 20). It is likely that several whole amphorae have been
removed, judging by the number of freshly broken sherds (Fig. 19). Around the whole
of the two sites numerous amphora sherds of similar type can be seen. In some cases
these were closely associated with the terracotta sarcophagi of Site 24. The amphorae
(Figs. 21 & 22) were common in early Byzantine Cyprus and the smaller (Fig. 21)
closely resembles the amphora of the Kornos Cave near Lapethus found by Catling and
Dikigoropoulos (1970) and also the smaller of the two types of amphora found by Bass
(1962) on the early Byzantine wreck at Yassl Ada. One example of a third type(Fig. 23)
was found, but this is thought to be medieval or modern.

Site 10 was located in 1969; it lies to the north of the rocks between the third and fourth.
islands. It is one of the most difficult sites to analyse, as the material is spread out over
a large rocky area, 50 m x 20 m. A variety of amphora sherds of different types and
periods have been noted and recorded (Green, 1969, Figs. 7 & 8). At present a large-
scale mosaic is being constructed of the site, in order to try to produce a detailed plan.
The initial impression is that this site represents spillage or jettison from several periods,
and not several wrecks.

Site 1 consists of several looped handles and flat amphora bases concreted to the rocks
around the south-west corner of the first island. In view of the small number of amphorae,
this site can only represent jettison or spillage.

Site 18 consists of looped handles and pointed feet of amphorae scattered over an area
of 300 sq. m. It is situated to the north of the small group of rocks off the south side
of the Cape. This area is used as shelter for fishing boats (and indeed our own survey-
boat) when the north-easterly Tramoundana blows. In view of the considerable amount
of pottery (and beer bottles) in the area it is likely that this has been used as a lee shore
by ships since antiquity. The site therefore probably represents jettison of damaged
amphorae from a ship sheltering and waiting for favourable winds.

Site 14 lies on the south side of the rocks mentioned with reference to Site 10. The site
consists of a few tiles (Figs. 24-25) and amphorae, possibly jettison or spillage.

It is surprising that out of the ten sites described, five consist mainly of looped-handle
amphorae and four of tiles. Sites 12 and 28 are clearly complete wrecks of ships carrying
tiles as a cargo. After leaving Cape Andreas we were shown material from another
possible wreck-site outside our search area, which again contained looped handles.
The examples of this type of amphora outnumber the sum of all the other types found
and recorded. This is perhaps a reflection of the fact that this type of amphora has been
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Figure 19. Site 17, detail from plan: the overhang.

-----

Figure 20. Site 17: view into the overhang.
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Figure 19. Site 17, detail from plan: the overhang.

-----

Figure 20. Site 17: view into the overhang.
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Figures 21,22, 23. Amphorae from Site 17. Scale 1 : 4.
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noted as of local Cypriot manufacture, and the style covered a considerable period of
time.

Three separate styles of Corinthian-style tiles and cover-tiles have been recorded
from sites 12 (Fig. 9), 14 (Fig. 25) and 28 (Fig. 14). The dating of tiles is very difficult,
as it is uncommon in a land site to find complete examples in a datable context, and also
the styles often covered a considerable time period. Two tile wrecks have previously
been recorded (Frost, 1963a, 214-21): the Frioul Wreck, near Marseille, which is
reported as carrying Gallo-Roman tiles with a similar stacking arrangement to that
found on Site 28; the other wreck-site, in the Ceramic Gulf (W. Turkey), was recorded
as carrying Laconian-style tiles dating from the Byzantine period. There was no evidence
on any of the sites at Cape Andreas that the tiles were associated with a galley area,
as was the case on the Byzantine wreck at Yassl Ada (Bass, 1962).

If we are recording a random sample of wrecks, then the evidence indicates that tiles
were an important cargo and that looped-handle amphorae were a common form of
amphorae. Table 1 shows the possible date and cargoes of the sites.

What is surprising is the lack of late Byzantine, Ottoman and early medieval material,
especially in view of the importance of Cyprus at the time of the Crusades. This may reflect
the better ~ailing techniques of the period, or the decline in the use of amphorae in favour
of sacks for carrying dry cargo; the latter would make this type of wreck rather difficult
to find.

A detailed report on the pottery from the sites has been deferred until the expedition
archaeologist (Mr. D. Robinson) has completed a full analysis of the material. The
material illustrated by the author here is only a small proportion of the total recovered
and has been used purely to illustrate the pottery sites.

The fact that we were recording all the material located meant that in some cases
rather anomalous finds were made. The medieval or modern amphora on Site 17

- ..

t
Figure 24. Tile from Site 14. Scale 1 : 8.

J
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Figure 25. Cover-tiles from Site 14. Scale 1 : 4.

TABLE 1
The Pottery Sites

Possible date
(approx.) Material

Jettison
~

Wreck

Jettison
~

Wreck

Jettison

Wreck

Wreck

400 B.C.
~

Looped-handle amphorae

Amphorae (looped-handle and
others), mortaria

Tiles

Tiles and amphorae

Small bowls, tiles and amphorae

Amphorae and sarcophagi

Looped-handle amphorae

Looped-handle amphorae

Tiles

400 B.C.
A.D.700-800
~

Perhaps A.D. 200
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(Fig. 23) is an example of this; a similar type of find was the two small jugs and cup
(Fig. 26) from another site. This illustrates the fact that on this type of survey material
can be recovered from almost any time period. It would be most useful to have a record
of the styles of amphorae and pottery vessels that have been made in Cyprus or in the
Eastern Mediterranean, from medieval to modern times, to help with classification of
this material.

30a
30b

Figure 26. Two jugs and a cup. Scale 1 : 4.

2. Anchor Sites

Four anchor sites were recorded on the north side of the Cape Andreas. Two of the
sites (23 and 26) were areas containing a large number of different types of anchors. The
other two sites consisted of a number of stone anchors arranged in a line, and a further
example of this type was recorded at Akrotiri.

Sites 23 and 26 were located at the point where the gently upward-sloping sand
seabed changes to a steep rock cliff face. It will be noted from Figures 2 and 5 that the
seabed to the north of the Cape is very deep. A ship attempting to anchor in the deep
water would encounter a fine sand seabed which would be a particularly bad holding
ground. Presumably the anchors on Sites 23 and 26 are from ships that have dragged
their anchors in the sand, up to the point where they fouled. Many of the anchors were
still firmly lodged in the crevices at the base of this cliff face, and the others, although
not necessarily fouled, may have had their cables chafed through on the rock face.

In the area along the whole of the line to the north of the islands, at the point at which
the rock formations emerge from the sand seabed, individual anchors were found. This
area is a good holding ground, and is the first that ships dragging from the north would
encounter. Such sites have been described by Dumas (1962, Chap. 1) as "forced moor-
ings". However, owing to the high cliff faces at Sites 23 and 26, these particular forced
moorings are also foul ground.
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Figure 27 shows a plan of Site 23; the site has a total of 28 anchors: 18 iron, 8 lead
and 2 stone. Some of the iron anchors (prefixed 23) are illustrated in Figure 29; one of
the stone anchors (039) is illustrated in Figure 31A. Figure 28 shows a reconstruction of
the lead-stocked anchor 23-17; the drawing was made on the assumption that the
position of the two lead parts concreted to the rock indicated their original positions
on the wooden shank. [1] A metal detector survey around this anchor (the shaded area
around 17 on Fig. 27) was carried out in an attempt to locate concreted metal flukes, but
no evidence of flukes was found.

Three examples of lines of stone anchors were located (Fig. 30): Sites A and B are at
Cape Andreas; the third site (C) was located by an expedition member (B. Richards) at
Akrotiri. The anchors were drawn from a photogrammetric coverage, and the sites
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surveyed with theodolite, tapes and compass. The orientation of the anchors is indicated
in the upper half of the plans, and the extent of the sites (at a different scale) in the
lower half.

3(a) Iron Anchors

A selection of the iron anchors recorded by cube photogrammetry is shown in Figure
29. The positions of a total of about 50 anchors were recorded, but only about half were
recorded photogrammetrically owing to lack of time. The drawings should be treated
with caution. Iron in seawater forms a concretion around its outside; this tends to
exaggerate the thickness of the objects, although the overall shape and size remains
reasonably representative. Two stages of the formation can be seen in Figure 29. Anchor
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23-23

23-9

23'4

23-3A
23-1

~
.
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,
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008
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-12'7-

.~

Figure 29. Iron anchors. Scale 1 m long.

23-23 shows a broken-open concretion in an advanced stage of d:::composition; all the
iron has disappeared, leaving an iron oxide mould of the original shape. These iron
moulds can be used to cast a replica of the origip:l1 object (see Kat~ev & van Doorninck,
1966). Anchor 017 shows a less advanced stage, where the iron is still intact but a
concretion has formed around it (note the shank projecting from the concretion).
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The shanks of the anchors appear in general to be large in relation to the arms.
Tinniswood (1945, 84) quotes Mainwaring that for seventeenth-century English anchors
the shank is approximately equal to the width of the arms. Anchor 23-2 (Fig. 29) and
26-1 (not illustrated) have the same proportions, although much larger and with some-
what less curved arms, as the anchor from Bulberry Camp, Dorset, and the anchor from
Pompeii, reported by Frost (1963b, 18-19).

Out of a total of 50 iron anchors recorded, 12 examples (eight illustrated) of "Y"_
shaped anchors were found. Other examples of this type have been noted (Plemmyrion
Report,1969) and Kapitan is reported as giving a late Byzantine or early medieval date
for this type. In view of the large numbers recorded here it would seem that they were
more widely used than previously thought, and it is surprising that more have not been
recorded elsewhere.

3(b) Stone Anchors

A selection of stone anchors recorded by the 1970 expedition is shown in Figure 31.
Four other sites apart from Cape Andreas were investigated to see if there was any
difference in anchor types at different sites. This work was carried out by D. M. Squire
and R. Marsh. The sites-Ayios Philos (Philon), Ayios Photios, Aphendrika (Ourania)
and Khelones-are all sheltered anchorages with wells nearby. The anchor numbers
relating to the various sites are indicated in Figure 31.

The weights of all the anchors were calculated from their volumes, using a value of
specific gravity of 2.7, as all the anchors were of limestone. The weight histograms for
Cape Andreas and Ayios Philos show a striking difference in the number of small
stone anchors (Fig. 32). The reason for this is indicated by Frost's suggestion that
small stone anchors are used by small fishing- and sponging-boats. Since Cape Andreas
is a good fishing- and sponging-ground, and the Ayios Philos area is not, it may be
assumed that the reason for the weight discrepancy is related to this occupation. Many
of the small stone anchors were recorded in shallow water, close to the islands where
normally boats would have no reason to anchor. Local fishing-boats can be seen at
the present day, working in these areas with ground nets and long lines, although they
no longer use stone anchors, preferring the engine to control drifting.

Stone anchors can be dated as far back as the Bronze Age and are still used at the present
day in some parts of the Eastern Mediterranean. The stone anchors recorded here are
presumably a representative cross-section; the problem arises, however, as to the mode
of operation of stone anchors in the Bronze Age. Examples of Late Bronze Age anchors
from Cyprus (Catling & Nikolaou, 1967; Frost, 1970) have weights ranging between
80 and 130 kg in air (with one example of 500 kg). Bass (1967) records that the Late
Bronze Age ship excavated at Cape Gelidonya loaded a ton of metal cargo in Cyprus.
A ship of this size (10 m) is liable to encounter a variety of seabeds; in fact it is thought
to have come from Syria via Cyprus and almost certainly made its first landfall in Cyprus
at Cape Andreas. The medium-size anchors, if they were carried by such a ship, would
if used individually on lines almost certainly drag on a sand bottom in a strong wind.
It should be noted that the weight of these anchors when placed in water would be re-
duced by one-third due to Archimedes' Principle. A composite anchor with wooden stakes
will behave in the same way as a conventional anchor, and the introduction of lead
stocks and chain was used as an early means of keeping anchors horizontal on the sea
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bed. Although there was not the technology to make chain in the Bronze Age, it is quite
feasible to make a rope behave in the same way as chain, by weighting it at intervals with
stones.

It is a well-established modern seafaring principle that the anchor plays no part in
the holding of a ship (except in violent storms) and it is the chain that plays the major
role. It is suggested here that the lines of stone anchors represent the remains of an
alternative anchoring technique to the use of several single anchors on single lines, and
one which would be expected to be more efficient. It is possible that the system used was
a composite stone anchor on one end with a number of single-holed anchors attached to
the rope at intervals. This question may be partially resolved by conducting tests of the
holding power of anchors used in the two different systems, for various-sized ships in
different sea states.

The fact that such a large number of isolated stone anchors are recorded in relation to
lines of stone anchors may be partially eXplained by the fact that the "anchors" were
lightly attached to the main cable. If an individual anchor fouled, the attachment line
could be broken, thus preserving the rest of the anchors.

It may be noted that a large proportion of square-holed anchors was recorded at
Ayios Philos .(12) compared with Cape Andreas (2) (see Fig. 32). The reason may be
that Ayios Philos is an anchorage or that the site and the anchors relate to a certain time
period. Catling and Nikolaou (1967) have questioned the function or purpose of these
square holes on composite anchors, and it would seem that the same questions apply to
the single-square-holed anchors.

The analysis of anchor weights against types of bottom (Fig. 33) shows no particular
indication that particular weights relate to particular types of bottom, except that rock
bottoms tend to have the lighter types of anchors.

An analysis of chip pings made from the stone anchors is being carried out and will be
published in the full report.

CONCLUSIONS

The work at Cape Andreas has shown that, with limited finances and personnel, an
archaeological search and survey expedition can expect to record a considerable amount
of useful information. The survey must be carried out systematically with techniques
that are adequate to record the information. Experience in this field is very important:
for example, in 1969, with little or no experience, we filled one textbook with data and
took about 360 photographs. In 1970 we filled five textbooks with data and took a total
of 3,000 photographs.

In the clear water of the Mediterranean relatively sophisticated underwater surveying
techniques can be used: photogrammetry and theodolites. These systems can only be
effective if careful thought and planning go into the preparation of the work. It is also
essential to be able not only rapidly to locate position underwater but also, and more
important, to locate position on the surface, for efficient survey work.

The two seasons' work at Cape Andreas has been a unique opportunity to train
relatively inexperienced divers to carry out this sort of work. The work has allowed a
study of a wide variety of techniques and subjects, and has resulted in a clear under-
standing of the problems involved. The material located has provided a considerable
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field of study in some quite unexpected topics. It is hoped that this work will provoke
further study in the field and constructive criticism and discussion of the material and
methods.
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NOTE
1. The orientation of this stock has since been questioned by Kapitan, who suggests that in fact our
orientation for this stock is upside-down.
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Discussion
McKee With regard to your illustration of four or five stone anchors in a straight line,
and the possible significance of this, this arrangement was in fact our own basic mooring
plan for last year's work on the Mary Rose. Each of the four moorings consisted of
five l-cwt. concrete blocks attached to a wire hawser through iron rings.
Green One of the things that suggested this idea to us was that we used one of the
stone anchors which we had located as an anchor for a buoy. In a reasonable breeze it
dragged. This could not really be called a control test because we had quite a taut line
on it. We went down with another stone anchor and tied it to the line ahead of the end
anchor so that the working was done by the first anchor and the end anchor held fast.
McKee The idea is that blocks 1 and 2 lift, as "springs" to absorb the strain. We have
secn this done: it is a well-known mooring arrangement.
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